Restudying material is a common method for learning new information, but not necessarily an effective one. Research on the testing effect shows that practice involving retrieval from memory can facilitate later memory in contrast to passive restudy. Despite extensive behavioral work, the brain processes that make retrieval an effective learning strategy remain unclear. In the present experiment, we explored how initially retrieving items affected memory a day later as compared to a condition involving traditional restudy. In contrast to restudy, initial testing that contributed to future memory success was associated with engagement of several regions including the anterior hippocampus, lateral temporal cortices, and medial prefrontal cortex (PFC). Additionally, testing enhanced hippocampal connectivity with ventrolateral PFC and midline regions. These findings indicate that the testing effect may be contingent on processes that are typically thought to support memory success at encoding (e.g. relational binding, selection and elaboration of semantically-related information) in addition to those more often associated with retrieval (e.g. memory search).
Introduction
In the learning literature, there is abundant evidence that practice involving retrieval is more effective than practice involving passive review (Karpicke & Roediger, 2008; Roediger & Butler, 2011) . In a typical memory experiment demonstrating this effect, to-be-learned items are first studied under uniform encoding conditions (Study trials) and are then practiced either through additional study (Restudy trials) or through retrieval from memory (Test trials). The reliable finding of this paradigm is that when memory is later assessed on a final memory test, items practiced in Test trials are remembered better than those practiced in Restudy trials (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006; Toppino & Cohen, 2009 ). The mnemonic advantage of the Test condition over the Restudy condition-known as the testing effectillustrates the powerful role that retrieval can play during the course of learning. Research on the testing effect has demonstrated this difference across a wide range of stimuli from foreign-language vocabulary (Carrier & Pashler, 1992) to visuospatial information (Carpenter & Kelly, 2012; Carpenter & Pashler, 2007) , and is increasingly directed towards improving learning in real-world settings (Larsen, Butler, & Roediger, 2009; McDaniel, Roediger, & McDermott, 2007) .
Behavioral evidence suggests that the testing effect is mediated by the enhancement of cognitive processes typically associated with encoding and/or retrieval. As an example of a process associated with encoding, there is evidence that the testing effect is mediated by semantic elaboration. For instance, in word pair learning, the testing effect is larger for weakly rather than strongly related word pairs, as would be expected if pairs with lower intrinsic relatedness benefited to a greater extent by semantic binding during testing (Carpenter, 2009) . Consistent with this idea, testing enhances subsequent memory not only for cue and target words, but also for semantic mediators linking cues and targets (Carpenter, 2011; Pyc & Rawson, 2010) . As an example of a process associated with retrieval, there is evidence that the testing effect is enhanced by memory search during Test trials. For instance, there is substantial evidence that the testing effect is larger when Test trials involve recall rather than recognition (Carpenter, Pashler, & Vul, 2006; Glover, 1989; Kang, McDermott, & Roediger, 2007) . This advantage holds even when the final test uses a different format (e.g. recognition, Carpenter & DeLosh, 2006; Glover, 1989) , suggesting that recall-related processes like memory search may help explain the testing advantage, rather than the mere congruence between initial and final tests (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977) .
Despite a wealth of information from behavioral research, little work has been done to directly link the benefits of testing memory to brain function. This is particularly surprising given that functional neuroimaging techniques, such as functional MRI (fMRI), have successfully identified neural mechanisms associated with 
